
Support of Verilog-A defined
Simulation Models

Data from Measurements or
Device Simulations
DC and S-Parameter
measurements are
used as a common
base for all parameter
extractions. Through
the ASCII based data
interface in .mdm
format, data can be
gatherer either
through
measurements or
device simulations.

Parameter Extractions
Parameter extractions
are organised in an
extraction flow.
Users can select
extraction steps from
a pool of available
functions:
• direct extractions
• optimizers
• manual tuners

The extraction
function templates
cover:
•Intrinsic transistor
effects

•Transistor
capacitance

•Diode: DC and
capacitance

•High frequency
parameters

Any compact model like the
EKV3 model or the upcoming
BSIM6 model, which are both
available as Verilog-A code,
can be handled through the
built-in Agilent ADS simulator.

This has the advantage to
update the model code
independently from new
releases of the simulator and
the development of extraction
functions start even with the
first beta versions of a new
model.
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The powerful data handling routines of the Modeling Tools
together with IC-CAP’s Plot Optimizer allows the user to set up
any kind of optimization or finetuning task taking into account
all kind of measured data.

Defining Extraction Methods for
new Simulation Models
This poster gives a survey about the possibilities to adjust the
AdMOS MOS parameter extractions tool implemented in IC-CAP
to newly defined simulation models, like the upcoming BSIM6
model.
Once a model is released, it is necessary to implement it into
simulators by the EDA vendors as well as to develop parameter
extraction methods to make it usable for real applications.
The methods and features for an efficient development of
extraction routines once a model is available are highlighted in
the different sections of this poster.

Knowing the physical effects
of a model, modeling
engineers can define a set of
powerful extractions
functions taking into account:

Easy and Fast Definition of User
Specific Extractions

New extraction functions
can be generated
through a Configuration
Wizard.

• One or more device(s) with different dimensions
• data from different operating regions
• model parameter(s)
• typical PCM like data for a MOSFET like Vt(L), Idsat(L, W, ..)
These functions reflects the knowledge how to extract certain
parameters and can be re-used by other team members.

Furthermore, companies can put their Intellectual Property
about parameter extraction into these customized functions
without having the need to share it with the software provider.
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